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Iran sanctions decision delayed
Uranium enrichment facility at Isfahan (2005)
Iran has denied its nuclear work is intended to develop weapons
The world's major powers will delay until November a decision on whether to
impose tougher sanctions on Iran over its controversial nuclear programme.
The five permanent UN Security Council members and Germany said they would
wait until they saw reports from the UN and EU before drafting a resolution.
Tehran denies Western accusations that it is trying to build a nuclear weapon.
On Tuesday, Iran's president said the sanctions were "illegal" in a speech at the UN
General Assembly in New York.
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said the debate over his country's nuclear programme was
"closed" and that the issue was now in the hands of the UN's nuclear watchdog.
The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) recently reached agreement with
Tehran on a "work plan" to resolve outstanding questions about its nuclear
activities.
'Compromise'
In the joint statement issued after meeting in New York, the representatives of the
six countries - the US, UK, France, China, Russia and Germany - welcomed the
IAEA's agreement with Iran.
"We call upon Iran, however, to produce tangible results rapidly and effectively by
clarifying all outstanding issues and concerns on Iran's nuclear programme,
including topics which could have a military nuclear dimension," the statement
said.

Sanctions as a political tool for exerting pressure are ineffective in making Iran
change its basically rational policy choice
Manouchehr Mottaki
Iranian foreign minister
The powers said they continued to be seriously concerned by the programme, but
that they would delay any resolution until they received reports by IAEA Director
General Mohamed ElBaradei and EU foreign policy chief Javier Solana.
"We agree to finalise a text for a third UN Security Council sanctions resolution...
with the intention of bringing it to a vote in the UN Security Council unless the
November reports of Dr Solana and Dr ElBaradei show a positive outcome of their
efforts," the statement said.

The ministers said they had also asked Mr Solana to meet Iran's top nuclear
negotiator, Ali Larijani, "to lay the foundation for future negotiations".
Afterwards, French Foreign Minister Bernard Kouchner said the meeting had been
split between those countries pushing for negotiations and those wanting
immediate sanctions.
"There is a compromise, but a good compromise," he said. "We are still working on
sanctions."
'Racing ahead'
The US Undersecretary of State, Nicholas Burns, said the joint statement sent a
very tough and strict message to Iran.
He warned Iran was trying to accelerate its uranium enrichment programme, but
said Washington was confident it would be reined in eventually.
"There is no question they're racing ahead," he told the BBC.
"The question is: can we find the right combination of pressure and diplomatic
inducements, negotiations, to convince them that they'd be a lot better off if they
would just stop this nuclear business and become a civilised member of the
international community and a peaceful member of that community?"
Earlier, the Iranian foreign minister, Manouchehr Mottaki, insisted tougher
sanctions would not change his country's nuclear programme.
"Sanctions as a political tool for exerting pressure are ineffective in making Iran
change its basically rational policy choice," he told the Asia Society in New York.
Tuesday, 23 October 2007, 19:56 GMT 20:56 UK
Iran nuclear envoy vows no change
Iran's new nuclear negotiator has said his country will continue nuclear discussions
"with strength".
Saeed Jalili, who was in Rome for talks with EU envoy Javier Solana, said there
was a consensus on the issue in Iran.
Mr Jalili said after the meeting Iran sees nuclear talks with the EU as a way of
improving relations. He added Tehran supported "dialogue and negotiation".
Mr Solana said the meeting with Mr Jalili was "constructive" and that more talks
were planned for November.
Mr Jalili's predecessor - who resigned on Saturday - backed him, saying Iran's
nuclear policy would not change.

Ali Larijani resigned over reported disagreements with President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad. More than 180 Iranian MPs have signed a letter praising him.

Iran's nuclear policies are stable and they don't change with a change in the
secretary of the council or even presidents
Ali Larijani, Iran's outgoing negotiator
MPs add to nuclear splits
The resignation revealed growing splits on how to proceed on the nuclear issue,
says the BBC's Jon Leyne in Tehran.
But in his first public comments since taking over the position, Iran's new
representative denied there were splits.
"We will continue the nuclear discussions with strength. The nuclear issue is an
issue on which there is a consensus of national harmony," Mr Jalili was reported as
saying in Rome ahead of the talks with Mr Solana.
Mr Larijani, who accompanied Mr Jalili to Rome, said: "Iran's nuclear policies are
stable and they don't change with a change in the secretary of the council or even
presidents."
Diplomatic push
Western countries suspect Iran of trying to build nuclear weapons but Tehran says
its programme is peaceful.
Iran's nuclear negotiator Ali Larijani - 31/5/2007
Mr Larijani is said to disagree with President Ahmadinejad
UK Prime Minister Gordon Brown said on Tuesday that he would seek to tighten
sanctions aimed at discouraging Iran's nuclear programme.
"We will work through the United Nations to achieve this. We are prepared also to
have tougher European sanctions," Mr Brown said after meeting Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Olmert in London.
"We want to make it clear that we do not support the nuclear ambitions of [Iran]," he
said.
On Monday, 183 MPs signed a letter praising Mr Larijani's performance as a
nuclear negotiator after he was replaced by Mr Jalili, the deputy foreign minister
and a close ally of President Ahmadinejad.
The letter came as former Foreign Minister Ali Akbar Velayati - now senior foreign
policy adviser to Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei - said the resignation
had come at the wrong time.

Mr Ahmadinejad accepted Mr Larijani's resignation, which had been tendered
repeatedly, on Saturday.
Mr Larijani accompanied his successor to the Rome talks as the representative of
Ayatollah Khamenei.
Iran is developing the technology to enrich uranium on an industrial scale. The
enriched uranium can be used as fuel in a nuclear power station.
Some Western countries, led by the US, fear Iran will further process the enriched
uranium for use in nuclear weapons.
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Iranian MPs add to nuclear splits
Mr Larijani had led talks on the nuclear programme with the West
More than 180 Iranian MPs have signed a letter praising former chief nuclear
negotiator Ali Larijani, who has resigned from his post.
A top foreign policy adviser to Iran's supreme leader also said Mr Larijani should
not have been allowed to resign.
The BBC's Jon Leyne in Tehran says the resignation has revealed growing splits
on how to proceed on the nuclear issue.
But Mr Larijani and his replacement, Saeed Jalili, said on Tuesday there was a
consensus on nuclear policy in Iran.
"We will continue the nuclear discussions with strength. The nuclear issue is an
issue on which there is a consensus of national harmony," Mr Jalili said in Rome
where the two men met EU envoy Javier Solana.
"Iran's nuclear policies are stable and will not change," said Mr Larijani.
Western countries suspect Iran of trying to build nuclear weapons but Tehran says
its programme is peaceful.
British Prime Minister Gordon Brown said he would seek to tighten sanctions aimed
at discouraging Iran's nuclear programme.
"We will work through the United Nations to achieve this. We are prepared also to
have tougher European sanctions," Mr Brown said after meeting Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Olmert in London.
"We want to make it clear that we do not support the nuclear ambitions of [Iran]," he
said.
'Poor timing'

On Monday, 183 MPs signed a letter praising Mr Larijani's performance as a
nuclear negotiator after he was replaced by Mr Jalili, the deputy foreign minister
and a close ally of President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.
Mr Larijani had repeatedly offered his resignation and, on Saturday, Mr
Ahmadinejad finally accepted it.
The letter came as former foreign minister Ali Akbar Velayati - now senior foreign
policy adviser to Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei - said the resignation
had come at the wrong time.

It would be better if this did not happen, or at least it was prevented
Ali Akbar Velayati
Advisor to Ayatollah Khamenei
Profile: Ali Larijani
All eyes on new negotiator
"In the very important and sensitive situation where the nuclear issue is at the
moment it would be better if this did not happen, or at least it was prevented," Mr
Velayati said.
Although he was appointed by Mr Ahmadinejad, Mr Larijani reported directly to
Ayatollah Khamenei, who usually has the final say on all state issues.
This is not an argument over whether Iran should have a nuclear programme, just
how to get there, our correspondent says.
He says pragmatists believe in negotiating with the international community and
talk of following the path of Japan, which has quietly gained a civilian nuclear
programme that some observers believe could be quickly adapted to produce
nuclear weapons.
By contrast, Mr Ahmadinajad seems almost to want a confrontation - it is not just
that he wants the nuclear programme, he wants also to use it to challenge the West
and by doing so to build up Iran's power, our correspondent adds.
'Fall-out'
Mr Jalili was meeting Mr Solana in Rome for the first time since taking over the
position.
Mr Brown said Mr Solana would warn the Iranian negotiators about the risk of
further sanctions during the Rome meeting.
Iran's nuclear facility at Natanz - file photo
Iran is working to enrich uranium on an industrial scale

The EU hopes to determine whether Mr Jalili's appointment signals a strengthening
of Iran's stance on its nuclear programme.
But Mr Larijani accompanied his successor to the Rome talks, as the representative
of Ayatollah Khamenei.
The deputy speaker of Iran's parliament has said that Mr Larijani resigned because
he could no longer work with Mr Ahmadinejad, confirming suspicions that they had
fallen out on policy, and possibly personality as well.
Iran is developing the technology to enrich uranium on an industrial scale. The
enriched uranium can be used as fuel in a nuclear power station.
Some Western countries, led by the US, fear Iran will further process the enriched
uranium for use in nuclear weapons.
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EU to meet new Iran nuclear chief
Saeed Jalili
Saeed Jalili has a reputation in Iran of being a hard-liner
Iran's new chief nuclear negotiator is to meet EU envoy Javier Solana in Rome as
diplomats try to detect any hardening in Tehran's policy.
The talks will be the first with the EU since Saeed Jalili, a close ally of President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, took over from Ali Larijani.
Mr Larijani quit amid differences with President Ahmadinejad over how to proceed
with negotiations.
However, he is due to accompany his successor to the Rome meeting.

SAEED JALILI
Born in 1965
Is close to President Ahmadinejad
Considered a hard-line diplomat
Appointed deputy foreign minister in charge of Europe and American affairs in
2005
Has worked in supreme leader's office
All eyes on new negotiator
The deputy speaker of the Iranian parliament has said that Mr Larijani resigned
because he could no longer work with Mr Ahmadinejad, confirming suspicions that
they had fallen out on policy, and possibly personality as well.
But he will still be in Rome for the talks as the representative of Iran's supreme
leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei.
The talks are due to begin in the afternoon at the Italian city's lavish Doria Pamfili

villa, Reuters news agency reports.
Divisions
One of Ayatollah Khamenei's top advisers said Mr Larijani should not have been
allowed to resign.
It is once more sign of deep divisions within the Iranian government about their
tactics in the nuclear dispute, the BBC's Jon Leyne reports from Tehran.
The UN Security Council is waiting for reports from Mr Solana and from its nuclear
watchdog, the IAEA, before deciding on a third round of tougher sanctions against
Iran.
Iran is developing the technology to enrich uranium on an industrial scale. The
enriched uranium can be used as fuel in a nuclear power station.
Some Western countries, led by the US, fear Iran will further process the enriched
uranium for use in nuclear weapons.
The IAEA says there are outstanding questions about Iran's nuclear activities but
that it has recently reached agreement with Tehran on a "work plan" to resolve
those issues.
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EU tightens Iran nuclear sanctions
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) -- The European Union on Friday tightened trade
sanctions against Iran to punish Tehran for not committing to a long-standing
demand of the international community that it freeze its nuclear enrichment
program.
Iran's President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
Iran's President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
The new EU restrictions go slightly beyond existing U.N. trade sanctions and are
designed to deny public loans or export credits to companies trading with Iran.
France, the current holder of the EU presidency, said European governments
would also carefully watch financial groups doing business with Iranian banks and
step up checks on ships and airplanes traveling to Iran.
"This resolution expands the range of restrictive measures adopted by the U.N.
Security Council," in December 2006 and March 2007, an EU statement said.
The EU called on member nations to "show restraint when granting new public
loans for trade with Iran ... to also be vigilant on activities taken by financial

institutions with banks based in Iran."
The announcement came three days after France and the United States called
insufficient Iran's response to an international effort to defuse a dispute over its
nuclear program.
They said Iran has skirted the central question of whether it was ready to halt
uranium enrichment that western nations see providing Tehran with nuclear
weapons technology.
The new sanctions expand existing limits on trade with Iran beyond the United
Nations Security Council's three sets of limited sanctions that monitor trade and
banking. But they do not go as far as sanctions on Iran's oil and gas trade which EU
ministers threatened in June.
EU countries will inspect airplanes and ships traveling to and from Iran to check
that they are not carrying contraband goods to the country. France said they would
focus on Iran Air Cargo and the Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Line.
Don't Miss
* Iran offers 'non-answer' to incentives
* U.N. Security Council eyes more Iran sanctions
* Iran: No deadline agreed on nuke deal
European governments will also monitor banks dealing with Bank Saderat, an
Iranian bank with purported links to suspect Iranian nuclear activities.
The five permanent members of the U.N. Security Council and Germany have tried
to entice Iran into suspending uranium enrichment by offering a package of
economic, technological and political incentives.
Iran said Tuesday that it would only give a clear response to this offer when it gets
a clear response on questions it has about the incentives.
The United States and others accuse Iran of trying to develop nuclear weapons
under cover of a civilian atomic energy program. Iran denies the charge, insisting
its program is peaceful, but it has thus far refused to halt enriching uranium, a
process that can produce the ingredients for a bomb.
Iran currently is under three sets of U.N. Security Council sanctions and could soon
face a fourth unless it accepts the incentives package.
Wednesday, 6 August 2008 22:08 UK
World powers mull Iran sanctions
The major world powers have agreed to consider further sanctions against Iran
because of its refusal to halt its nuclear programme, the US says.
The decision came during talks between the five permanent members of the UN

Security Council and Germany.
The six nations had wanted a clear answer from Iran to an offer of incentives, but
only received a non-committal letter.
But Russia's UN ambassador said there was no agreement on further sanctions.
"We are beginning to consider the possible outline for another sanction resolution,"
said US State Department spokesman Gonzalo Gallegos.
'Stalling tactic'
The decision came after a telephone conference between the six nations - China,
France, Russia, the UK and US, along with Germany - which followed
"inconclusive" talks over Iran's nuclear enrichment programme.

'FREEZE-FOR-FREEZE' OFFER
Iran suspends its nuclear activities including the installation of any new centrifuges
At same time the six world powers refrain from any new Security Council resolution
on sanctions
Talks can then start on long-term deal on recognising Iran's right to develop
nuclear energy for civilian purposes, and lifting of sanctions
Q&A: Iran and the nuclear issue
Nuclear power in Middle East
The six nations had told Iran in June there would be no further economic sanctions
if it suspended uranium enrichment as an initial step in starting talks on a longerterm deal.
But the US state department said a letter earlier this week in which Iran called for
"mutual clarification" failed to give a response.
The White House described the letter as a "stalling tactic", while France said it
regretted that Iran had "once again chosen not to answer clearly".
The UK also expressed disappointment at Iran's response.
"Iran has a clear choice: engagement or isolation. We regret that Iran's leaders
appear to have chosen isolation," said British Foreign Office Minister Kim Howells.
Freeze demanded
But Russia's UN Ambassador Vitaly Churkin said that despite the ambiguous
response, there was still hope for ongoing dialogue.

We think that the allies will have no choice but to take further measures that would
be punitive

Dana Perino
White House spokeswoman
"We certainly do not believe that it is a foregone conclusion that the dialogue is not
going to be successful," he said.
He said that although a fourth round of sanctions had been raised in the
discussion, "there have been no firm agreements or understandings or any kind of
concerted work in this regard".
Tehran insists its nuclear programme is entirely peaceful, while the US and its
allies believe it could be used to develop nuclear weapons.
EU foreign policy chief Javier Solana had given Iran's chief nuclear negotiator until
last Saturday to respond to an offer of no further economic sanctions in return for an
Iranian freeze on uranium enrichment.
Speaking to reporters from a plane carrying US President George W Bush on an
Asian tour, White House spokeswoman Dana Perino said: "In the absence of a
positive response... we think that the allies will have no choice but to take further
measures that would be punitive."
Iran's chief nuclear negotiator Saeed Jalili
Iran said it would give a "clear response" if it got the same in return
There is a terrible sense of deja vu about the Iranian nuclear story, says the BBC's
diplomatic correspondent Jonathan Marcus.
This follows a familiar pattern - a proposal is made to the Iranians; their answer is
deemed as insufficient; China and Russia drag their feet as the Security Council
considers a further round of sanctions; new sanctions are eventually agreed,
accompanied by dire warnings of future measures if Iran does not acquiesce.
Tehran has clearly made a judgement that despite all the talk of potential air strikes
against its nuclear facilities, the US presidential campaign, Israel's political
uncertainty and high oil prices mean that a crisis is not imminent, our
correspondent adds.
Olli Heinonen, the deputy director of the UN's nuclear watchdog, the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), is due to visit Tehran for talks on Thursday.
Tuesday, 5 August 2008 11:40 UK
Iran ambiguous on nuclear offer
Iran's chief nuclear negotiator said Tehran would respond on Tuesday
Iran has sent a message to EU foreign policy chief Javier Solana, but not a
response to the latest proposals on its nuclear programme, officials have said.

A source within the Iranian Supreme National Security Council told the AFP news
agency that the message was "not Iran's response to the six countries".
On Monday, the US and UK said Iran faced further sanctions if it did not respond
positively to the proposals.
The move follows "inconclusive" talks between the EU and Tehran.
Mr Solana had given Iran's chief nuclear negotiator, Saeed Jalili, until last Saturday
to respond to an offer not to impose further economic sanctions in return for a
freeze on its uranium enrichment programme.
Mr Jalili said Iran would issue a formal written response on Tuesday.
The Iranian government insists its nuclear programme is for entirely peaceful
purposes, while the US and its allies believe it could be used to develop nuclear
weapons.
'Not an answer'
The five permanent members of the UN Security Council - China, France, Russia,
the UK and US - along with Germany tabled the latest proposal to Iran in June in an
effort to persuade it to freeze uranium enrichment as an initial step in starting talks
on a longer-term deal.

'FREEZE-FOR-FREEZE' OFFER
Iran suspends its nuclear activities including the installation of any new centrifuges
At same time the six world powers refrain from any new Security Council resolution
on sanctions
Talks can then start on long-term deal on recognising Iran's right to develop
nuclear energy for civilian purposes, and lifting of sanctions
Q&A: Iran and the nuclear issue
Nuclear power in Middle East
The Iranian response is "not an answer to the offered package", another Iranian
official told the Reuters news agency.
"The letter does not mention the freeze-for-freeze issue," he said.
Mr Solana's office said no letter had yet been delivered to EU officials, but that they
believed something had been sent. There was still no indication what the response
would be, they added.
BBC diplomatic correspondent Jonathan Marcus says that what Iran has written
matters because it will determine how far Russia and China are willing to support
additional UN Security Council sanctions.
A US state department spokesman said the group of six world powers had already

agreed they would have no choice but to take further measures if a positive
response was not forthcoming.
The UK meanwhile said it would back more sanctions if Iran failed to give an
"unambiguous response".
But our correspondent says the Iranians have clearly made a judgement that
despite all the talk of potential air strikes against its nuclear facilities, the US
presidential campaign, Israel's political uncertainty and high oil prices mean that a
crisis is not imminent.

Tuesday, 26 February 2008, 01:19 GMT

Iran weapons project 'continued'

The UN's nuclear watchdog has been told Iran may have
continued secret work on nuclear weapons after 2003, the date
US intelligence suggested the work ceased.
A US National Intelligence Estimate released last December said
Tehran had frozen its atomic programme in 2003.
But documents presented to the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) suggest the work continued.
Ali Asghar Soltanieh, Iran's ambassador to the IAEA, angrily dismissed
the documentats as "forgeries".
Simon Smith, Britain's ambassador to the IAEA, said material
presented to the IAEA in Vienna came from multiple sources and
included designs for a nuclear warhead, plus information on how it
would perform and how it would fit onto a missile.
"Certainly some of the dates that we were talking about... went beyond
2003," he said.
No credible assurances
The material was presented to the agency's 35-nation board by the
IAEA's head of safeguards, Olli Heinonen, in a closed-door meeting on
Monday.

Iran's key nuclear sites

The permanent members of the UN Security Council - the US, UK,
China, France and Russia - are meeting in Washington to discuss the
possibility of imposing further sanctions on Iran over its disputed
atomic programme.
The IAEA released a report on Friday which said Iran was being more
transparent, but had not given "credible assurances" that it was not
building a bomb.
US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice said that report bolstered a
"very strong case" for a third round of sanctions over the disputed
nuclear programme.
But Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad retorted that no amount
of UN sanctions would deter Tehran from its nuclear path.
"If they want to continue with that path of sanctions, we will not be
harmed. They can issue resolutions for 100 years," he said in a
televised interview on Saturday.
Tehran insists its programme is aimed purely at generating electricity.
Tuesday, 3 June 2008 09:46 UK
Iran 'not seeking' nuclear arms

Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei also poured scorn on US "staggering to and fro"
Iran's supreme leader has insisted it will continue its nuclear activities for civilian
purposes only and will not manufacture nuclear weapons.
"No wise nation would be interested in making a nuclear weapon today. They are
against rational thought," said Ayatollah Ali Khamenei in a speech.
The comments come a day after the UN's atomic watchdog urged from Iran "full
disclosure" about its atomic work.
Its report said alleged research into warheads was "of serious concern".

Iran is after peacefully using nuclear energy for the purposes of daily life
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
Q&A: Iran's nuclear issue
Some western powers accuse Iran of seeking to develop nuclear arms.
Iran has always denied such charges but has refused to suspend some nuclear
work which could have military application, prompting three rounds of sanctions
imposed by the UN.
"[Iran] is after peacefully using nuclear energy for the purposes of daily life and it
will follow this path," Mr Khamenei said in the speech to mark the 19th anniversary
of the death of the leader of the Islamic revolution, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.
"Contrary to what the enemy wishes, it will reach it [nuclear energy] with full
strength," he added.
The speech also poured criticism on the US administration, saying President
George W Bush and his advisors acted like "the mentally ill".
"Sometimes they threaten, sometimes they order assassinations... and sometimes
they ask for help - it's like mad people staggering to and fro," he said.
European Union foreign policy chief Javier Solana is planning to travel to Tehran
soon to submit a new package of incentives for Iran to stop its most sensitive

nuclear work.
Iran has said its nuclear activities, including uranium enrichment, is sanctioned
under the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty of which it is a signatory.
International Atomic Energy Agency is currently holding a week-long board of
directors meeting.
On Monday the agency announced that Syria Syria is to allow its inspectors to visit
the country to investigate allegations that it was building a nuclear reactor.
Omn Noind AEA Director General Dr. Mohamed ElBaradei opened what is
expected to be a busy Board of Governors meeting this week in Vienna by
addressing IAEA activities related to a range of issues.
Wednesday, 4 June 2008 04:18 UK
Israeli warning over nuclear Iran

Ehud Olmert, speaking in Washington 3 June
Ehud Olmert is due to meet President Bush on Wednesday
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert has said Iran's nuclear programme must be
stopped by "all possible means".
Speaking during a visit to Washington, he said Tehran must be made to see it
would suffer devastating repercussions if it pursued atomic weapons.
The US and others have accused Iran of building a nuclear arms capability. Tehran
says its programme is peaceful.
Mr Olmert's US visit comes as he faces pressure at home over corruption
allegations, which he denies.
"The Iranian threat must be stopped by all possible means," Mr Olmert said in his
speech before the American Israel Public Affairs Committee - a lobby group.
"The international community has a duty and responsibility to clarify to Iran, through

drastic measures, that the repercussions of their continued pursuit of nuclear
weapons will be devastating," he added.
UN concern
Correspondents say it was the Israeli prime minister's strongest warning yet to Iran.
Mr Olmert's comments followed a speech by Iran's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei, who insisted his country would not make nuclear weapons but would
continue its civilian nuclear programme.
Earlier, the UN's nuclear watchdog said Iran's alleged research into warheads was
of "serious concern", urging the country to give "full disclosure" on its atomic work.
Mr Olmert is expected to discuss the Iranian nuclear issue in talks with President
George W Bush on Wednesday.
At home Mr Olmert has faced calls that he step down over allegations of corruption.
The prime minister has been accused of taking $500,000 (£250,000) in bribes or
illegal campaign donations, accusations that he denies.
He has not been charged, but says he would resign if indicted.
Friday, 6 June 2008 15:54 UK
Israeli minister threatens Iran

Israeli deputy PM Shaul Mofaz
Mofaz, a former army chief, may be lining up a challenge to Olmert
A top Israeli official has said that if Iran continues with its alleged nuclear arms
programme, Israel will attack it.
Speaking to Yediot Ahronot newspaper, Deputy Prime Minister Shaul Mofaz said
sanctions on Iran were ineffective.
Mr Mofaz is one of three deputy prime ministers and the transport minister.

Earlier this week, Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert said Iran's nuclear programme
must be stopped by what he termed all possible means.

Attacking Iran, in order to stop its nuclear plans, will be unavoidable
Shaul Mofaz
Analysis: Growing talk of attack
"The international community has a duty and responsibility to clarify to Iran, through
drastic measures, that the repercussions of their continued pursuit of nuclear
weapons will be devastating," Mr Olmert said.
Iran insists that its nuclear programme is for peaceful purposes but it is defying a
demand from the UN Security Council to stop the enrichment of uranium.
'Attack unavoidable'
"If Iran continues with its programme for developing nuclear weapons, we will
attack it. The sanctions are ineffective," Mr Mofaz told Yediot Ahronot.
"Attacking Iran, in order to stop its nuclear plans, will be unavoidable," he said.
The former chief of the army and defence minister is one of several senior figures in
the governing Kadima party who may challenge the leadership of Mr Olmert, who
faces allegations of corruption.
The UN Security Council has approved three rounds of sanctions against Iran.
These include asset restrictions and travel bans on Iranian individuals and
companies said to be involved in nuclear work.
The sanctions also ban the sale to Iran of so-called dual-use items - items which
can have either a military or civilian purpose.
Friday, 6 June 2008 10:11 UK
Analysis: Growing talk of Iran attack
The BBC's Middle East Editor, Jeremy Bowen, looks at increasing speculation that
Iran may come under attack because of its nuclear programme.

Iran's Preisdent Ahmandinejad on a recent visit to the Natanz nuclear facility
The debate on Iran's nuclear intentions is heating up again, as is talk of attack
Last December American intelligence agencies said they had "high confidence"
that in late 2003 Iran had stopped trying to build nuclear weapons.
That seemed to end much of the talk about an American - or Israeli - attempt to
destroy the facilities that Iran has developed for what it insists is a purely peaceful
nuclear programme.
Plenty of influential people in the Middle East, Europe and the United States think
an attack on Iran would have consequences potentially as disastrous as the
invasion of Iraq in 2003. It would also send oil prices, already through the roof, into
orbit.
But the talk has started again. Negotiations with Iran - and sanctions against it have not stopped it enriching uranium, which its critics say is being done to make a
bomb.
In one of his first acts after he secured the Democratic nomination for president of
the US, Senator Barack Obama told Aipac, America's most powerful pro-Israel
lobby, that he would do everything in his power to prevent Iran from getting a
nuclear weapon.
He repeated the word "everything" several times. Even allowing for the fact that he
was also trying to dispel the impression that he was soft on Iran, it was strong
language.
End of term
The American National Intelligence Estimate that was published in December 2007
was more nuanced than some of the headlines suggested.
It had only "moderate confidence" that Tehran had not restarted its nuclear
weapons program by the summer of 2007, and said "we do not know whether it
currently intends to develop nuclear weapons".
Israel, among others, has never accepted that Iran has stopped trying to build them.

The international community has a duty and responsibility to clarify to Iran, through
drastic measures, that the repercussions of their continued pursuit of nuclear
weapons will be devastating
Ehud Olmert
Nuclear crisis refuses to go quiet
Q&A: Iran and the nuclear issue
Ehud Olmert, Israel's prime minister, has been in Washington this week.
The day before Senator Obama addressed Aipac, Mr Olmert used some of his
toughest public language yet about Iran to the same audience.
"The international community has a duty and responsibility to clarify to Iran, through
drastic measures, that the repercussions of their continued pursuit of nuclear
weapons will be devastating," he said.
The speculation is that President George W Bush and Prime Minister Olmert want
to remove what they believe is a clear and present danger before they face their
own political oblivion.
Mr Bush is finishing his time at the White House still dogged by the disaster of Iraq and Mr Olmert faces disgrace over allegations of corruption.
'Dangerous conflict'
The talk has alarmed, among others, the former German Foreign Minister, Joshka
Fischer.
Germany has, with the five permanent members of the UN Security Council, taken
the lead in talks with Iran about its nuclear plans.
Iran must understand that without a diplomatic solution in the coming months, a
dangerous military conflict is very likely to erupt
Joshka Fischer
Former German FM
He wrote in the Israeli daily Haaretz this week that Messrs Bush and Olmert seem
to have been planning to end the Iranian nuclear programme "by military, rather
than by diplomatic means".
Mr Fischer fears that the Middle East is drifting towards a new great confrontation in
2008.
"Iran must understand that without a diplomatic solution in the coming months, a
dangerous military conflict is very likely to erupt. It is high time for serious
negotiations to begin," he said.
Scenario

One scenario being discussed by Israeli analysts is that there could be an attack,
by Israel or by the Americans, after the US election in November and before the
new president is inaugurated in January, with the tacit consent of the incoming
president.
That might be easier if it is Senator Obama's Republican rival John McCain.
During the campaign for his party's nomination, he once sang "bomb bomb bomb,
bomb bomb Iran" to the tune of the Beachboys' classic Barbara Ann.
In a less jocular moment, he said that the only thing worse than attacking Iran
would be to allow it to have nuclear weapons.
Some pro-Israeli US analysts are arguing that Iran's response to an attack would
not be as harsh as many have predicted.
This week Iran's Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei repeated that Iran did not want
nuclear weapons. But he said it would continue to develop nuclear energy for daily
life.
Those who have made their minds up about Iran are more likely to listen to Iran's
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, who has once again predicted Israel's doom.
None of this means an attack on Iran is coming. But it is being discussed, and that
is significant.
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Mofaz criticised over Iran threat
Israeli deputy PM Shaul Mofaz
Mofaz, a former army chief, may be lining up a challenge to Olmert
A key defence official has accused one of Israel's deputy prime ministers of
threatening to attack Iran in order to boost his own political standing.
On Friday Shaul Mofaz said military strikes to stop Iran developing nuclear
weapons looked "unavoidable".
Deputy Defence Minister Matan Vilnai said Mr Mofaz was using the issue to
position himself to challenge Prime Minister Ehud Olmert's leadership.
Mr Mofaz's comments were partly blamed for a record oil price surge.
Mr Vilnai told Israel Radio Mr Mofaz's comments were linked to a likely leadership
contest in Mr Olmert's Kadima party, if the prime minister is forced to step down
over corruption allegations.
Mr Olmert denies taking $500,000 (£250,000) in bribes or illegal campaign
donations.

He has not been charged, but says he would resign if indicted.
'Election-related'
"Turning one of the most strategic security issues into a political game, using it for
the internal purposes of a would-be campaign in Kadima, is something that must
not be done," Deputy Defence Minister Matan Vilnai told Israel Radio.

Attacking Iran, in order to stop its nuclear plans, will be unavoidable
Shaul Mofaz
Analysis: Growing talk of attack
The broadcaster quoted another senior defence official as saying Mr Mofaz's
interview "did not reflect policy".
And an unnamed foreign ministry official told AFP news agency: "Mofaz should
keep quiet. Everyone in the country understands his motives are election-related,
but making statements like this puts Israel in a very awkward position
internationally."
An aide to Mr Mofaz told Reuters: "We would like his statements to be taken at face
value, and not be given alternative interpretations."
In comments published in Yediot Ahronot newspaper, Mr Mofaz, who is one of
three deputy prime ministers and also the transport minister, said Israel would
attack Iran "if it continues with its programme for developing nuclear weapons".
Analysts blamed Mr Mofaz's comments in part for a record one-day jump of $11 in
oil prices, bringing the cost of crude to a fresh all-time high at $139 a barrel.
Many commentators in the Israeli press have also lashed out at the transport
minister.
Yediot Ahronot economic analyst Sever Plotzker asked: "Blathering away about
how 'we'll attack and destroy you' does not deter the decision-makers in Tehran,
but it does drive the oil markets crazy... And who profits from that? Tehran."
Iran insists that its nuclear programme is for peaceful purposes, but it is defying a
demand from the UN Security Council to stop the enrichment of uranium.
Report: Iran protests threats from Israeli official
* Story Highlights
* Iran reportedly sends letter to Security Council protesting Israeli official's
remarks
* On Friday, Shaul Mofaz threatened Iran with attack over nuclear weapons
programs
* Mofaz's comments could hold sway in Israel, where he is an influential figure

* Iran insists that its nuclear program is for peaceful purposes
* Next Article in World »
(CNN) -- Iran's United Nations delegation accused the Security Council of
"emboldening" an Israeli official into threatening to attack Iran over its nuclear
weapons development program, according to Iran's state-run media.
art.mofaz.afp.jpg
Israeli Deputy Prime Minister Shaul Mofaz is the country's main liaison with the
United States.
"The Israeli regime has been emboldened due to carelessness and silence of the
Security Council," the delegation said in a letter to U.N. Secretary-General Ban Kimoon and the U.N. Security Council, the Islamic Republic News Agency reported
Saturday.
The letter was a reaction to a story printed Friday by Israel's largest masscirculation daily, which quotes Deputy Prime Minister Shaul Mofaz threatening to
attack Iran if it continues to develop nuclear weapons.
"The window of opportunity has closed. The sanctions are not effective," said
Mofaz, who was born in Iran in 1948. "There will be no alternative but to attack Iran
in order to stop the Iranian nuclear program."
The tough rhetoric, published in Yediot Ahronot, has political resonance in Israel
amid talk that Mofaz has begun jockeying to replace embattled Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert as the ruling Kadima Party's leader and prime minister.
At least one Cabinet member, Defense Minister Ehud Barak, has called for Olmert
to step down because of allegations arising from a corruption inquiry.
Don't Miss
* Israeli politician threatens Iran with attack over nukes
Mofaz, Israel's transport and road safety minister, is the main Israeli liaison with the
United States on strategic issues, and his views on security have great import. He
is a former defense minister, a former armed forces chief and a member of Israel's
Security Cabinet.
Iran insists that its nuclear program is for peaceful purposes, namely to create
energy. In the past, it has described interactions with the U.N.'s nuclear watchdog
as positive.
But the most recent report by International Atomic Energy Agency hints at
frustrations from the agency's investigators, who say Iran is withholding critical
information that could determine whether it is trying to make nuclear weapons.
Aside from Israel, Iran's nuclear program has spurred concerns in the United States
and much of the West. After the IAEA released a similar report in March scrutinizing
the program, the U.N. Security Council voted to impose new sanctions on Iran over

its nuclear program.
Shortly after last month's report was released, Ali Larijani, formerly Iran's top
nuclear negotiator, was overwhelmingly elected as parliament speaker -- and
immediately warned that Tehran may reconsider cooperating with the IAEA.
Meanwhile, Iran's ambassador to France, Ali Ahani, said talks are the best way to
approach the nuclear program, IRNA reported.
"The only solution to Iran's nuclear case is negotiation and confidence building,"
Ahani told former French envoys at Sorbonne University in Paris.
"We suspended our enrichment activities for two years voluntarily. We even
accepted additional protocol, which authorized IAEA to visit Iran's nuclear facilities
whenever they wanted," he added, according to IRNA.
"Iran is not seeking an atomic weapon, but it is following its rights as specified in
the (Nuclear) Non-Proliferation Treaty," he said.
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Iran says it has own plan to end nuclear enrichment
* Story Highlights
* No deadline for international proposal agreed upon, Iranian official says
* Iranian proposal involves more talks, he says; U.S. official warns nation not to
stall
* Six nations offered Iran incentive package over nuclear weapons concerns
* Next Article in World »
TEHRAN, Iran (CNN) -- Iran has already responded to an international offer of
incentives for suspending its nuclear enrichment activity, Foreign Minister
Manouchehr Mottaki told CNN on Wednesday.
Iranian Foreign Minister Manouchehr Mottaki disputes assertions about a nuclear
enrichment plan deadline.
Iranian Foreign Minister Manouchehr Mottaki disputes assertions about a nuclear
enrichment plan deadline.
Mottaki said Iran responded with its own proposal, which involves another set of
talks.
And contrary to what others -- including the United States and the European Union
-- have said, no deadline was agreed upon during talks between Iran's top nuclear
negotiator, Saeed Jalili, and EU foreign policy chief Javier Solana during talks in
Geneva, Switzerland, this month, Mottaki said.
U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice on Tuesday warned Iran not to delay its
response. A two-week deadline for the response to the offer made to Iran by
envoys from the United States, Britain, France, Germany, Russia and China ends

this week, officials have said.
But Mottaki told CNN no deadline was discussed at the meeting -- one was
mentioned only afterward.
Solana, while appearing with Jalili at a July 19 conference after the talks, said he
expected to receive an answer from Tehran in two weeks.
Don't Miss
* Iran describes nuke talks as 'constructive'
* Iran sees 'positive' nuclear talks with U.S.
The nations offered the package of economic and other incentives because they
and others are concerned that Iran may be working to build nuclear weapons.
Tehran has insisted its nuclear program is to produce energy, not for military
purposes.
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad recently said in an interview with NBC
that there is room for "common ground" between the United States and Iran on the
nuclear issue.
But on Tuesday, when asked about his comments, Rice said, "There is one way for
the Iranians to make clear that they have found common ground. It's to come and
say, 'We accept the proposal -- this is a good basis for the beginnings for prenegotiations within a six-week period, and then we can suspend our enrichment
and reprocessing and we can begin real negotiations.' And the United States ... will
be at the table."
Saturday, 26 July 2008 13:25 UK
Iran announces nuclear expansion
Jon Leyne
BBC News, Tehran
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
President Ahmadinejad says Iran has the right to process uranium for fuel
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has said Iran now possesses 6,000 centrifuges
for enriching uranium - nearly twice the number of only a few months ago.
He has claimed the West has accepted the increase.
Iran is under UN sanctions, with the demand that it suspend the enrichment
programme, which the West fears may be used for nuclear bombs
His announcement is likely to be met with a degree of scepticism by the outside
world.
The Iranian president has often exaggerated the programme, as a deliberate

challenge to the world powers who are trying to restrict Iran's ability to enrich
uranium.
This time he went further, claiming the West had agreed to allow Iran to have 5,000
to 6,000 centrifuges.
His comments come just as Iran is considering freezing the nuclear programme at
current levels, in return for a freeze on new sanctions.
So perhaps Mr Ahmadinejad is trying to stake a claim to Iran's right to the new
higher figure, even if it agrees to a freeze.
Or perhaps it is just more of the tough rhetoric that he has revived, after a few
weeks of relative silence on the nuclear issue.
Wednesday, 23 July 2008 17:24 UK
Obama firm on Iran nuclear plans

Barack Obama (left) inspects the remains of a Qassam rocket fired from the Gaza
Strip into the southern Israeli town of Sderot, 23 July 2008
Mr Obama pledged his commitment to Israeli security during his Sderot visit
US presidential hopeful Barack Obama has said the world must prevent Iran from
obtaining a nuclear weapon.
During a visit to the southern Israeli town of Sderot, Mr Obama warned a nucleararmed Iran would pose a grave threat to world security.
The Illinois senator pledged his commitment to Israeli security and to Middle East
peace talks during a two-day visit to the region.
He has met Israeli leaders as well as Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas.
"A nuclear Iran would pose a grave threat and the world must prevent Iran from
obtaining a nuclear weapon," said Mr Obama.
He added that the global community should offer "big sticks and big carrots" to

persuade Iran to halt its nuclear programme.
Wednesday, 23 July 2008 08:43 UK
Iran vows no nuclear concessions

President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
President Ahmadinejad says Iran has the right to process uranium for fuel
Iran will not "retreat one iota" in its nuclear activities, its president says, in his first
reaction to a new call for Tehran to end uranium enrichment.
Envoys from the US, EU and UN asked Iran to give an answer within two weeks or
face possible new sanctions.
The meeting in Geneva on Saturday was the first time US and Iranian officials have
held face-to-face talks about Iran's controversial nuclear programme.
"The Iranian people are steadfast," President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said.
They "will not retreat one iota in the face of oppressing powers," he said in the
televised speech made to thousands of supporters in the southern town of Yasouj.
Iran says its nuclear programme is for entirely peaceful purposes, while the US and
its allies believe it could be used to develop a nuclear weapon.
Diplomats are hoping that Iran would respond to a so-called "freeze-for-freeze"
offer, under which a freeze of Iran's uranium enrichment programme at its current
levels would be matched by a Western pledge not to strengthen sanctions on
Tehran.
The BBC's Jon Leyne, in Tehran, said Iran was interested in the offer but it was
unclear whether there were divisions in the leadership or whether the Iranians are
playing for time.
Tehran's continued nuclear activity is defying UN Security Council demands to halt
enrichment.
Wednesday, 16 July 2008 12:51 UK
Iran and US eye diplomatic opening

By Jon Leyne
BBC News, Tehran
Iran missile test - Revolutionary Guard hand out
A week ago, Iran was condemned in the West for its ballistic missile tests
After last week's show of force by Iran, now there are growing signs that both Iran
and the United States want to do some serious talking about the nuclear crisis.
After the harsh rhetoric and the threats, it is a critical moment for diplomacy.
Washington has shown it means business by agreeing to send the UnderSecretary of State, William Burns, to Geneva to join talks between the European
Union's foreign policy chief, Javier Solana, and Iranian negotiator Saeed Jalili on
Saturday.
It is a major shift by the Bush administration, and the Iranians will understand that.
Earlier this week, President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said he was interested in
direct talks with the US.
He also said Iran was interested in an idea being floated in Washington - to open a
US diplomatic mission in Tehran for the first time since the revolution.
[Under Secretary of State William Burns] will reiterate that our terms of negotiation
remain the same - that Iran must suspend its enrichment and reprocessing
State Department official
In intriguing comments in a television interview on Monday night, Mr Ahmadinejad
said he expected "something may happen soon" in US-Iranian relations.
I understand from a well placed Iranian source that Tehran may soon accept the
Western proposal to freeze its nuclear programme at its current state for several
weeks, in return for a deferral of new sanctions. The precise length of such a freeze
is still at issue.
The issue of suspending uranium enrichment - the West's precondition for
substantive talks - is more difficult, but is under active consideration. The problem
for Iran is that it feels that last time it suspended the process, it received nothing in
return.
Pulling rank
For both sides, there is a lot of face-saving to be done. Iran cannot be seen to be
caving in to the American demands.
For President Ahmadinejad in particular, any compromise is hard to accept, barely
a year after he said the Iranian nuclear programme was an unstoppable train with
no brakes.

But this time it seems he is being out-ranked by the Supreme Leader, Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei.
Iran's Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamenei
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei appears to have pulled rank
A clear signal of the supreme leader's change of position came when his foreign
affairs adviser, former Foreign Minister Ali Akbar Velayati, said that Iran should
accept the diplomatic package brought to Tehran recently by Mr Solana - or at least
agree to negotiate on it.
It is a sign of Mr Ahmadinejad's desperation that he later claimed Mr Velayati was
not speaking on behalf of the supreme leader, something he and most other
people in Iran must know is not true.
Allowing a US diplomatic mission in Tehran might be one route to help Mr
Ahmadinejad save face.
He can present it as a concession from Washington, and it is a move that would be
hugely popular with the middle classes here.
At the moment, they have to make two separate trips to Dubai to secure their muchprized US visas.
The presence of Mr Burns in Geneva is another little diplomatic victory to sweeten
the pill.
Until today, the supreme leader himself maintained a tactful silence over this latest
diplomatic initiative.
Now Iranian state TV has quoted him as saying: "Iran has decided to take part in
negotiations but it will not accept any threat. Iran's red lines are very clear."
Despite the tough language, the comments will probably seen as moderately
encouraging by western negotiators - a sign that Iran is staking out its position
before real negotiations begin.
Certainly, Ayatollah Khamenei's views are of central importance. And many
influential people in Tehran believe he is now interested in serious negotiations on
the nuclear issue.
"Iranians are very eager to solve the problems," one insider told me. "They are
licking their lips in anticipation of a compromise."
Engagement or isolation
There is some climbing down for Washington to do as well.
The Bush administration had previously ruled out joining the nuclear talks until Iran

suspended uranium enrichment, so sending an envoy to Geneva is a big
turnaround.

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, centre, visits the Natanz uranium
enrichment facility on 8 April 2008
Q&A: Iran and the nuclear issue
Mounting sense of crisis over Iran
It has always been clear that any realistic solution to the Iranian nuclear crisis
would involve active US engagement.
While the Mr Solana is delegated to negotiate on the behalf of the five permanent
members of the UN Security Council - the US, China, Russia, France, Britain - and
Germany, there would always be doubts in Tehran about how much he speaks for
the Bush administration.
On his last visit to Tehran, Mr Solana brought with him a letter signed for the first
time by US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, as well as the foreign ministers of
the five other countries he represents.
Apparently, the Iranians seized the letter and scrutinised it to make quite sure Ms
Rice's signature was actually there!
These glimmers come just days after a major Iranian ballistic missile test was
widely condemned, at least in the West.
Maybe the test was an attempt by hardliners to sabotage the process, maybe a
show of strength before the opening of talks.
But why is the Islamic Republic suddenly open to compromise?
The government is under pressure, firstly from sanctions. And inflation in food
prices here is approaching 50%. In Tehran, there are daily power cuts, water
shortages, and huge queues at the petrol stations.
Even the ever-resilient Mr Ahmadinejad may be realising that not all his policies
are working entirely.
Officials here would die rather than admit it, but Israel's recent military rehearsal for
an attack on Iran was a wake-up call.
Just as significant, the fact that Israel is now talking with Syria, Hezbollah and the
Palestinians, must also be worrying Tehran.
The government here faces the prospect of really serious isolation. Already Tehran
has found that it cannot rely on Russia or China to block sanctions in the UN
Security Council.

End of an administration
As for Washington, time is running out for President George W Bush. The
presidential election is in less than four months away and Mr Bush will leave office
before the end of January.
By opening the door to Tehran, he could do his successor an enormous favour. It is
a political gamble he can take at relatively little cost, whereas the incoming
president might find it a step too far or simply be too busy to engage on the issue.
But the US election presents dangers as well as possibilities.
Maybe Iran is just trying to talk out the remaining days of the Bush administration, in
the hope of an easier ride, if Barack Obama is victorious.
It is not just that Mr Obama has promised to open unconditional talks with Tehran.
Iranians are also encouraged by the fact that his middle name is Hussein - that of
one of the most revered Shia Muslim imams. And bizarrely, Obama, in Persian,
literally means "he - with - us".
Conversely, the prospect of a President Obama might provoke Israel into preemptive action. The dangers have been evident in the recent sabre-rattling from
both sides in recent weeks.
Perhaps there is more danger of simple misunderstanding. Both sides have made
it abundantly clear they want to talk, but neither is very good at listening. There are
now a number of active back channels that might help.
In the past Washington and Tehran have been like two star-crossed lovers. Every
time one makes an advance, the other turns away.
It appears there is another opening now. But there are also plenty of hardliners in
the US and Iranian governing circles who are spoiling for a fight.
Some talk dangerously about the merits of a "limited war", others have even more
ambitious military designs. Hopeful times, and dangerous times.
Tuesday, 8 July 2008 10:17 UK
Iran in warning to US and Israel
Iran insists that its nuclear programme is for peaceful purposes
Iran will strike Israel and the US navy in the Gulf if it is attacked over its nuclear
programme, a senior Iranian official has warned.
"The first US shot on Iran would set the United States' vital interests in the world on
fire," said Ali Shirazi, an aide to Iran's supreme leader.
"Tel Aviv and the US fleet in the Persian Gulf would be the targets that would be set

on fire," he said.
Tehran denies Western claims that it is seeking to build a nuclear weapon.
It has repeatedly rejected demands to halt enriching uranium, which can be used
as fuel for power plants or material for weapons if refined to a greater degree.
The European Union imposed new sanctions on Iran in June.
But it has offered a package of incentives to persuade Iran to suspend uranium
enrichment.
Iran has said it is prepared to negotiate with major world powers, but insisted the
talks must address Iran's nuclear rights.
No 'bullying'
Ali Shirazi is a cleric working as representative of Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei to the naval unit of Iran's elite Revolutionary Guards.
His comments come amid reports of possible US or Israeli plans to strike Iran's
nuclear facilities.
The Iranian nation will never accept bullying
Ali Shirazi
Aide to Iran's supreme leader
"The Zionist regime is pressuring White House officials to attack Iran. If they commit
such a stupidity, Tel Aviv and US shipping in the Persian Gulf will be Iran's first
targets and they will be burned in Iran's crushing response," Mr Shirazi was quoted
as saying by Iranian news agencies.
"The Iranian nation will never accept bullying. The Iranian nation is a nation of
believers which believes in jihad and martyrdom. No army in the world can confront
it," he said.
Last week, the top US military officer said opening up a new front in the Middle East
- after Iraq and Afghanistan - would be "extremely stressful" for US forces.
Adm Mike Mullen, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, was commenting on the
likelihood of US or Israeli military action over Iran's nuclear programme.
President George W Bush has maintained that all options are on the table but that
military action against Iran will not be his first choice.
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Iran leader plays down war talk
Iran's President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad at the D8 summit in Malaysia on 8 July

2008
Ahmadinejad said the US people would not allow Bush to strike
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has played down the threat of an armed
conflict between his country and the United States or Israel.
"I assure you... there won't be any war in the future," he said in Malaysia.
Earlier, an aide to Iran's supreme leader said Tehran would strike Israel or the US
navy in the Gulf if it was attacked over its nuclear programme.
The comments come amid reports of possible Israeli or US plans to strike Iran's
nuclear facilities.
Tehran denies Western claims that it is seeking to build a nuclear weapon.
It has repeatedly rejected demands to halt enriching uranium, which can be used
as fuel for power plants - and as material for weapons if refined to a greater degree.
The European Union imposed new sanctions on Iran in June.
But it has offered a package of incentives to persuade Iran to suspend uranium
enrichment.
Iran has said it is prepared to negotiate with major world powers, but insisted the
talks had to address Iran's nuclear rights.
'Greatest threat'
President Ahmadinejad was speaking through an interpreter at the end of a summit
of the D8 Islamic developing nations in Malaysia's capital, Kuala Lumpur.
The Iranian nation will never accept bullying... No army in the world can confront it
Ali Shirazi
Aide to Iran's supreme leader
He said he believed that people in America would not let President George W Bush
authorise an attack on Iran because it would be "political suicide".
"The economic, political and military situation will not let Mr Bush do that," he said.
But Mr Ahmadinejad warned that Iran was ready to defend itself, saying that "the
greatest threat in the Middle East and the whole world... is the United States'
intervention in other countries".
He also suggested that Iran would not launch any attack on Israel - America's ally
in the Middle East.
"There is no need for any measures by the Iranian people" to bring about the end of

the "Zionist regime" in Israel, Mr Ahmadinejad said.
And asked if he objected to the government of Israel or Jewish people, he said that
"creating an objection against the Zionists doesn't mean that there are objections
against the Jewish".
He added that Jews lived in Iran and were represented in the country's parliament.
Mr Ahmadinejad's comments came after he was asked to clarify the statement that
he wanted to "destroy" Israel.
'Jihad and martyrdom'
On Monday, a senior Iranian official warned that Tehran would retaliate if attacked
by the US or Israel over its nuclear programme.
Iranian nuclear facility at Isfahan (file photo)
Iran insists that its nuclear programme is for peaceful purposes
"The first US shot on Iran would set the United States' vital interests in the world on
fire," Ali Shirazi, an aide to Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, was quoted
as saying by Iranian news agencies.
"Tel Aviv and the US fleet in the Persian Gulf would be the targets that would be set
on fire," he said.
"The Zionist regime is pressuring White House officials to attack Iran. If they commit
such a stupidity, Tel Aviv and US shipping in the Persian Gulf will be Iran's first
targets and they will be burned in Iran's crushing response.
"The Iranian nation will never accept bullying. The Iranian nation is a nation of
believers which believes in jihad and martyrdom. No army in the world can confront
it," Mr Shirazi said.
Last week, the top US military officer said opening up a new front in the Middle East
- after Iraq and Afghanistan - would be "extremely stressful" for US forces.
Adm Mike Mullen, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, was commenting on the
likelihood of US or Israeli military action over Iran's nuclear programme.
President Bush has maintained that all options are on the table but that military
action against Iran will not be his first choice.
Wednesday, 9 July 2008 06:39 UK
Iran tests new long-range missile

Shahab-3 missile being fired, archive picture November 2006
Iran has been developing the Shahab-3 for several years
The Iranian Revolutionary Guards have successfully test-fired a Shahab-3 missile,
whose range puts it within reach of Israel, state media have said.
The missile, said to have a range of 2,000 km (1,240 miles), was one of nine fired
from an undisclosed desert site.
Two other types of missile with shorter ranges were also fired as part of the Great
Prophet III war games.
It comes amid rising tensions between Iran and the US and Israel over Iran's
nuclear programme.
"We are ready to defend the integrity of the Iranian nation," said Hossein Salami,
head of the Guards' air force.
Earlier, an adviser to Iran's Supreme Leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, said it would
respond to any military attack by hitting the Israeli city of Tel Aviv.
The US also announced new financial sanctions on Iranian officials it suspected of
involvement in the country's nuclear programme.
Among those targeted were a senior scientist at the defence ministry, Mohsen
Fakhrizadeh-Mahabadi, and three companies related to the arms industry.
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Iran sends missile test warning

Footage of reported Shahab-3 missile test
The launch of the Shahab-3 missile was shown on state television
Iran has test-fired what it called a new version of the Shahab-3 missile, whose
range puts it within reach of Israel, state media have said.
The missile, said to have a range of 2,000 km (1,240 miles), was one of nine
launched from a remote desert site.
Iran has tested the Shahab-3 before, but the latest test comes amid rising tensions
with the US and Israel over Iran's nuclear programme.
Worries about the stand-off have been one factor pushing up world oil prices.
"We are ready to defend the integrity of the Iranian nation," said the commander of
Iran's Revolutionary Guards' air force, Brig-Gen Hoseyn Salami.
Our missiles are ready for shooting at any place and any time, quickly and with
accuracy
Brig-Gen Hoseyn Salami
Commander, Iranian Revolutionary Guards Air Force
Two other types of missile with shorter ranges were also fired as part of the Great
Prophet III war games being staged by the Guards.
"Our missiles are ready for shooting at any place and any time, quickly and with
accuracy," Gen Salami added. "The enemy must not repeat its mistakes. The
enemy targets are under surveillance."
The BBC's Jon Leyne in Tehran says this is a clear warning from Iran.
It is a response to a recent military exercise by Israel, which was seen as a
rehearsal for an attack on Iran's nuclear facilities, he says.
Earlier, an adviser to Iran's Supreme Leader said it would respond to any military
attack by hitting the Israeli city of Tel Aviv.

Other commanders have threatened to close the Strait of Hormuz, through which a
large part of the world's oil flows, and to target the US and its allies around the
world if Iran comes under attack.
The missile test came shortly after the US Treasury announced new financial
sanctions on Iranian officials it suspected of involvement in the country's nuclear
programme.
Among those targeted were a senior scientist at the defence ministry, Mohsen
Fakhrizadeh-Mahabadi, and three companies believed to be related to the arms
industry.
Western powers suspect Tehran of seeking to produce nuclear weapons. Tehran
says its nuclear programme is peaceful.
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Iran missile test 'provocative'
Advertisement
Footage of Iran missile test
The US and Israel have condemned Iran after it test-fired a long range missile
capable of reaching Tel Aviv.
Iran state media said nine missiles had been fired in total, including a new
Shahab-3, with a range of 2,000km (1,240 miles).
Tehran has tested the missile before, but the latest launch comes amid rising
tensions with the US and Israel over the country's nuclear programme.
A senior US state department official said the launch was "provocative".
Wednesday's early morning test at a remote desert site sent oil prices climbing.
Israel should prepare itself to do what is needed to do
Ze'ev Boim

Israeli minister
Brig Gen Hoseyn Salami, commander of Iran's Revolutionary Guards' air force,
said: "Our missiles are ready for shooting at any place and any time, quickly and
with accuracy."
Western leaders have been attempting to convince Tehran to stop enriching
uranium, which it has continued doing despite sanctions from the UN and the
European Union, insisting its nuclear programme is purely for civilian energy.

Map of missile range
US Under-secretary of State William Burns said that thanks to UN sanctions, Iran's
real progress on its nuclear programme had been "modest", despite its sabrerattling.
"We view force as an option that is on the table but a last resort," he told a
Congressional hearing on Wednesday.
The launches were intended to deter any Israeli or US strike against Tehran's
nuclear installations, says BBC diplomatic correspondent Jonathan Marcus.
Our correspondent - who is in Israel - says the country has a fully operational antiballistic missile system, which Israeli military experts believe can counter any
Iranian threat.
HAVE YOUR SAY
Why is it ok for Israel, the US and the UK to have WMDs or nuclear weapons but
not for any other country?

Mike, London, UK
Send us your comments
In the Israeli parliament, Housing Minister Ze'ev Boim said: "I suggest Israel will not
talk, and Israel should prepare itself to do what is needed to do."
The White House and both American presidential candidates also condemned the
Iranian test.
Describing Iran as a "great threat", the Democratic challenger, Barack Obama,
called for tougher sanctions while his Republican rival, John McCain, said the test
demonstrated the need for effective missile defence.
The French, German and Italian governments expressed concern at the missile
tests.
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, centre, visits the Natanz uranium
enrichment facility on 8 April 2008
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad says Iran has no intention of attacking Israel
On Monday, an adviser to Iran's supreme leader said it would retaliate against any
military attack by hitting the Israeli city of Tel Aviv.
Other commanders have threatened to close the Strait of Hormuz, through which a
large part of the world's oil flows, and to target the US and its allies around the
world if Iran comes under attack.
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has insisted his country had no intention
of attacking Israel.
Speaking on a visit to Malaysia on Tuesday, Mr Ahmadinejad dismissed the
possibility of an attack by the US or Israel as a "joke".
Thursday, 10 July 2008 10:05 UK
US warns Iran on missile threat
Iran missile testing 0907
Some of the missiles tested on Wednesday could reach Israel
The US has said it will not hesitate to defend its interests and those of its allies as
Iran continues missile tests.
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice said the US had increased its security in the
region and Iran should not be "confused" about US capabilities.
Iran tested missiles on Wednesday that could reach Israel, and on Thursday
carried out further tests.
Meanwhile French energy giant Total has said it will not invest in Iran because it is
too politically risky.

New tests
Condoleezza Rice was speaking during a visit to Georgia.
She said: "We take very strongly our obligation to defend our allies and we intend
to do that.
Map of missile range
"In the Gulf area, the United States has enhanced its security capacity, its security
presence and we are working closely with all our allies... to make [sure] they are
capable of defending themselves."
The Iranian military said on Thursday its Revolutionary Guards had carried out
further medium- and long-range missile tests overnight.
The tests included the first night test of the Shahab-3 missile, said to have a range
of 2,000km (1,240 miles), along with shore-to-sea, surface-to-surface and sea-toair missiles, state media reported.
The BBC's Jon Leyne in Tehran says this appears another gesture of defiance
following the international condemnation of Wednesday's tests. Television reports
appeared to be delivered as a matter of pride.
Christophe de Margerie, file image
Today we would be taking too much political risk to invest in Iran because people
will say: 'Total will do anything for money'
Christophe de Margerie
Chief Executive, Total
Ms Rice said it was about time Iran "got on the right side of the international
community".
The first test of the updated Shahab-3 missile, which could strike Israel, was on
Wednesday.
Gen Hoseyn Salami, the Guards' air force commander, said the tests demonstrated
Iran's "resolve and might against enemies who in recent weeks have threatened
Iran with harsh language".
State media quoted him as saying: "Our hands are always on the trigger and our
missiles are ready for launch."
William Burns, the top official handling Iranian issues at the US state department,
said the launch was "very disturbing, provocative and reckless".
'Big blow'

Meanwhile, the head of Total, Christophe de Margerie, told the Financial Times the
company's planned development of the huge South Pars gas field in southern Iran
would not go ahead.
"Today we would be taking too much political risk to invest in Iran because people
will say: 'Total will do anything for money'," he said.
Total was the last major Western energy group to have seriously considered
investing in the country's huge gas reserves.
Analysts say the move will be a big blow to the Iranian energy industry.
It means Iran is now unlikely to significantly increase its gas exports until late into
the next decade, they add.
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Iran test-fires more missiles
The US says it has enhanced its security presence in the Gulf [GALLO/GETTY]
Iran's military has test-fired more missiles in the Gulf on the third day of its war
games, state TV reported on its website.
Thursday's tests, which included the firing of shore-to-sea, surface-to-surface and
sea-to-air missiles, have added to growing tensions between Iran and the West,
with officials on both sides issuing warnings to the other.
On Tuesday, the first day of war games, an aide to Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, Iran's
supreme leader, said the country would "set on fire" Israel and the US navy in the
Gulf as its first response to any American attack over its nuclear programme.
State TV said that the war games also included the firing of a torpedo that Iran
unveiled in 2006 and had described as a super-fast weapon capable of hitting
enemy submarines.
More "longer and medium range missiles were fired" in night-time exercises, it said.
Rising tensions
The latest tests come a day after Tehran test fired nine missiles, including a new
version of the long range Shahab-3 missile which put Israel within Iranian striking
range.
The US condemned Wednesday's tests and held Tehran responsible for rising
tensions in the region.
Condoleezza Rice, the US secretary of state, on Thursday said that her country has

enhanced its security presence in the Gulf and would not hesitate to defend itself or
allies in the region.
She added that it is time for Iran to "get on the right side of the international
community. It ought to be talking about that, not about threats against America or
threats against America's allies because frankly it's not going to do them any good,"
she said.
The US accuses Iran of covertly seeking to develop nuclear weapons, a charge
that Tehran vehemently denies. Iran says its nuclear programme is aimed at
peaceful civilian purposes.
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Israel 'ready to act' over Iran

Israel's defence minister Ehud Barak (file image)
Ehud Barak said Israel was the strongest country in the region
Israel's defence minister has warned of his country's readiness to act against Iran if
it feels threatened.
Ehud Barak, speaking in Tel Aviv, said Israel had "proved in the past that it won't
hesitate to act when its vital security interests are at stake".
He spoke as Iran's testing of missiles that could reach Israel stoked tensions
between the two, and with the US.
But Mr Barak added that diplomatic solutions should be pursued before other
options were taken up.
"Currently the focus is international sanctions and vigorous diplomatic activity, and
these avenues should be exhausted," he said.
US warning
Over the past two days, the Iranian military has tested missiles, including one that it
says could reach Israel.

Map of missile range
Tensions mount over Iran
Iran's arsenal of missiles
Iran 'faked missile test image'
State media said the tests included the first night launch of the Shahab-3 missile,
said to have a range of 2,000km (1,240 miles), along with shore-to-sea, surface-tosurface and sea-to-air missiles.
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice said the US had increased its security in the
region and Iran should not be "confused" about US capabilities.
Israel has responded to the missile tests by putting on display one of its aircraft that
it says can spy on Iran.
The state-run Israel Aerospace Industries says it has equipped its Eitam aeroplane,
unveiled a year ago, with sophisticated intelligence-gathering systems.
Mr Barak spoke of the "potential for accords, particularly with the Palestinians and
the Syrians", but stressed that the situation was very complex.
Quoted by Israeli news website Ynet, Mr Barak said: "We must work towards an
accord - but if not, then we must strike our enemy when it is required."
He also warned that Israel must consider the reactions from other nations in the
region that could be provoked by action against Iran.
"The responses of our adversaries must be taken into account. Hamas and
Hezbollah and the Syrians and the Iranians - there is activity all around us. And
there exists a potential for confrontation."
Iran has been accused of doctoring an image from its missile tests
Enlarge Image
Meanwhile, the AFP news agency has issued a warning that a still image of the
missiles being launched, one of several distributed by Iran, was "apparently
digitally altered".
The photograph, published on the Iranian Revolutionary Guards website and
reproduced by media organisations - including the BBC News website - showed
four missiles taking off from a desert launch-pad.
But a similar image, issued by the Associated Press, shows one of the missiles still
in its launcher after apparently failing to fire.

The BBC News website's picture editor, Phil Coomes, said: "Having examined the
photograph from AFP, it can be seen that parts have been edited, with smoke trails
and parts of the foreground being cloned."
In recent weeks, both Israel and Iran have been testing and showing off their
military hardware, each saying that in the event of provocation it is more than
capable of defending itself.
The Israeli air force recently carried out a large-scale exercise over the
Mediterranean - regarded by many observers as a dress rehearsal should the
order be given to attack Iran's nuclear facilities. Israel believes Iran is building
nuclear weapons, although Tehran insists its nuclear programme is purely for
civilian energy.
Western leaders have been trying to convince Iran to stop enriching uranium,
which it has continued doing despite sanctions from the UN and the European
Union.

updated 1 hour, 39 minutes ago
U.S. source disputes Iran missile tests
(CNN) -- Iran launched only one missile on Thursday, not a new full round of tests,
a senior U.S. military source told CNN, citing the latest U.S. intelligence
assessments.
Seven short- to medium-range missiles were fired on Wednesday, the U.S.
believes.

Seven short- to medium-range missiles were fired on Wednesday, the U.S.
believes.
Iranian media reported that Tehran fired a series of missiles on Thursday in a
second day of long-range missile testing, but the U.S. military official said American
radar and satellite data do not back the claim. It is possible that Iran tested shortrange missiles on Thursday, the source added.
The United States believes that Iran did fire seven missiles -- including one longrange Shahab-3 -- on Wednesday, as it claimed. But the source said one missile
failed to launch and the Iranians fired it the following day, U.S. intelligence
suggests.
An Iranian news agency photo that shows four missiles fired simultaneously,
apparently on Wednesday, seems to have been digitally altered to show one
missile in the air that was not actually launched, according to the official.
Iran's Press TV and Fars news agency reported Thursday that Tehran had
conducted a second day of missile tests, citing Iran's Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps. Fars said the launches, near the Persian Gulf, were a continuation of the
testing that began Wednesday. It said the missiles hit their targets successfully.
The U.S. official, who has access to U.S. intelligence, says one version of a news
agency photo appears to show one of the smaller missiles -- an older SA-2 that
either failed to launch or was not fired for some other reason -- still on its launcher
as three other missiles streak into the Iranian sky.
But in another version of the picture released by the official Iranian news agency,
the launcher is obscured by a fourth missile and a cloud of dust, which appears to
be a digital composite of two other missiles in the picture.
The tests -- or Tehran's effort to convince the world it was testing -- represent Iran's
response to what it perceives as threats from the United States and Israel. They
also dramatize the ongoing saber-rattling between Israel and Iran.
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"If Washington and Tel Aviv are foolish enough to even consider attacking Iran, our
initial response would be to target Israel and set U.S. interests in the Persian Gulf
ablaze," Ali Shirazi, an aide to Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei,
said Tuesday.
Speaking just before the latest reports of more tests, U.S. Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice said that the United States was determined to prevent Iran from
threatening its interests or those of its allies. Video Watch Rice comment on Iranian
missiles »
She said the United States has been working with allies to "make certain that they
are capable of defending themselves" against any threat from Iran.
"We take very strongly our obligation to help our allies defend themselves and no
one should be confused about that," Rice said during a trip to the Republic of
Georgia.
She said a missile defense shield the United States hopes to create in Eastern
Europe would be another way to head off any threat from Iran.
Israel Thursday repeated the statement it made after Wednesday's reports of
missile testing.
"Israel seeks neither conflict nor hostilities with Iran, but the Iranian nuclear
program and the Iranian ballistic missile program must be of concern for the entire
International community."
For its part, Israel said, it is planning to display an advanced aircraft that is capable
of spying on Iran. The country's Army Radio told CNN on Thursday that the craft -the Eitam airplane -- is a "practical answer" to recent Iranian "threats."
Iran's maneuvers this week in the Persian Gulf region come amid international
tensions over Iran's nuclear aspirations, and follow an Israeli military exercise last
month that was thought to be a message to Iran.
advertisement
World powers, which have long suspected that Iran is intent on building nuclear
weapons, have offered economic and other incentives to the Iranian government in
exchange for the suspension of its enrichment program.
Iran, which says its nuclear program is strictly to produce energy, defends its right
to proceed with enrichment.
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Iran faces new sanctions warning

Iran's chief nuclear negotiator Saeed Jalili
Iran's chief nuclear negotiator said Tehran would respond on Tuesday
The US and Britain have threatened Iran with new economic sanctions if it does not
respond positively to incentives for Tehran to halt uranium enrichment.
The US said the permanent members of the UN Security Council and Germany had
agreed they would have no choice but to take further punitive measures.
Britain said it would back sanctions if Iran failed to give what it called an
unambiguous response by Tuesday.
The move follows "inconclusive" talks between the EU and Tehran.
Iran's chief nuclear negotiator, Saeed Jalili, spoke by phone to European Union
foreign policy chief Javier Solana earlier on Monday.
Mr Solana had given Iran until last Saturday to respond to an offer not to impose
further sanctions against Iran in return for a freeze on its uranium enrichment
programme.
A spokesman for Mr Solana described the talks as "inconclusive". Mr Jalili said Iran
would issue a formal written response to the offer on Tuesday.
Iran says its nuclear programme is for entirely peaceful purposes, while the US and
its allies believe it could be used to develop a nuclear weapon.
No imminent crisis
The five permanent members of the UN Security Council - China, France, Russia,
the UK and the US - along with Germany set the offer in June in an effort to
persuade Iran to halt its uranium enrichment programme.
Last month, the Bush administration's third most senior state department official

travelled to Switzerland to participate in a meeting between European and Iranian
officials.
The BBC's diplomatic correspondent Jonathan Marcus says all the signs were of
one last diplomatic push to try to win over the Iranians before a significant
toughening of sanctions.
That may be the game-plan in London and Washington, and doubtless in Paris and
Berlin, but it may not be the way things are seen in Beijing and Moscow, our
correspondent says.
What Iran says in its written response matters because this will determine how far
Russia and China are willing to go to bring in additional UN Security Council
measures, he adds.
The Americans and the Europeans could choose to reinforce sanctions of their
own.
But our correspondent says the Iranians have clearly made a judgement that
despite all the talk of potential air strikes against its nuclear facilities, the US
presidential campaign, Israel's political uncertainty and high oil prices mean that a
crisis is not imminent.
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Iran 'is open to nuclear talks'
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, 03/08
Mr Ahmadinejad has said several times he is serious about negotiations
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has said he is serious about nuclear
talks - one day after saying he would not retreat "one iota" on the issue.
And in a televised address he made no mention of the latest international efforts to
halt Iran's activities.
Iran was given a 14-day deadline expiring on Saturday to agree to freeze uranium
enrichment in return for no further sanctions - but made no reply.
Analysts say his comments seem to have restored deadlock in the nuclear talks.
Mr Ahmadinejad told the televised press conference: "We are serious in talks and
we want the talks to be based on the law so it will bear practical results.
"We hope that other sides are serious too."
But the BBC's Jon Leyne in Tehran points out that Mr Ahmadinejad also insists Iran
is not willing to back down over its nuclear programme - so it is not clear what any
negotiations would involve.
Timeline denial

The Iranian leader was speaking after a two-day meeting with Syrian President
Bashar al-Assad - who had earlier promised to use his ties with Iran to help resolve
Tehran's nuclear stand-off with the West.
But Mr Assad told a news conference: "I am not a mediator nor an emissary, and
was not asked to deliver any message by any Western official."
He said the nuclear issue had featured in their meeting, but gave no further details.
Tehran has claimed consistently that its nuclear programme is for peaceful
purposes, but the US and its allies believe it could be used to develop a nuclear
weapon.
Iran was set the informal deadline to agree to suspend its uranium enrichment after
its chief nuclear negotiator met officials from the UN, EU and the US in Geneva on
19 July.
In return, the international powers said they would impose no further sanctions on
the country.
But Iran has made no public response to the offer - and officials were quoted on
Saturday denying that any such timeline had been agreed.
Analysts say the Iranian government may appear to be pressing ahead regardless
with its nuclear programme, but it must also be worried that it is facing steadilygrowing international isolation.
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Iran defiant on nuclear deadline
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has said his country will not retreat "one
iota" on its nuclear programme.
He was speaking after meeting Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, who is on a twoday visit to Tehran.
The meeting coincided with an informal deadline set by Western officials in a
dispute over Tehran's uranium enrichment plans.
Mr Assad had promised France he would use his ties with Iran to help resolve its
nuclear stand-off with the West.
In a statement published on the Iranian president's website, Mr Ahmadinejad said:
"In whichever negotiation we take part... it is unequivocally with the view to the
realisation of Iran's nuclear right, and the Iranian nation would not retreat one iota
from its rights."

He said that international agreements meant Iran, like every other country, had the
right to engage in uranium enrichment and possess nuclear power stations.
German Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier had earlier urged Iran to give a
"clear answer" on a deal offered by the international community, telling it to "stop
dallying".
But Iran had said it had no intention of observing the 14-day deadline attached to
the offer, a deadline that ran out on Saturday.
The offer pledged not to impose new sanctions in return for halting uranium
enrichment.
Assad pledge
Tehran has claimed consistently that its nuclear programme is for peaceful
purposes, but the US and its allies believe it could be used to develop a nuclear
weapon.
During a visit to Paris in July, Mr Assad had promised French President Nicolas
Sarkozy he would try to persuade Iran to offer proof it is not developing nuclear
weapons.
Iranian nuclear facility at Isfahan (file photo)
But, says the BBC's Jon Leyne in Tehran, it would be hard to see him persuading
Mr Ahmadinejad to meet Western demands on the nuclear issue.
With Israel and Syria holding indirect peace talks, our correspondent adds, it is
more likely that Mr Assad's visit is aimed at reassuring Tehran about the alliance
between Iran and Syria.
Iran was set the informal deadline on 19 July after its chief nuclear negotiator met
officials from the UN, EU and the US in Geneva.
It was the first time senior officials from the US and Iran had held face-to-face talks
on the issue.
In an interview with the weekly Der Spiegel, Mr Steinmeier appealed to the Iranians
to provide an answer to the offer.
"I appeal again to the Iranian side no longer to play for time, but to give us a usable
answer to our offers - stop dallying," he said.
But Ali Asghar Soltanieh, Iran's representative at the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), said no deadline had been agreed.
"We have not had any discussion [or] agreement of the so-called timeline of two
weeks," he said.

Sanctions
Meanwhile, Israel's deputy prime minister warned that Iran was near a
breakthrough in its nuclear programme.
Shaul Mofaz, a frontrunner to succeed Ehud Olmert as prime minister later in the
year, said Iran could be capable of producing weapons-grade uranium by 2010.
The UN Security Council has already imposed three sets of sanctions on Iran.
The US has hinted that a fourth could follow if the current offer is rejected by
Tehran.
On the face of it, our correspondent says, Iran is pressing ahead with its nuclear
programme with no immediate prospect of new sanctions, but the Iranian
government must be worried that it faces the danger of steadily growing
international isolation.
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Israel warns on Iran nuclear aims
Israeli Deputy Prime Minister Shaul Mofaz has warned that Iran is near a
breakthrough in its nuclear programme.
Mr Mofaz accused Iran of pursuing a strategy of buying time in talks aimed at
limiting its nuclear ambitions.
The EU and the US have offered Iran a series of incentives to persuade Tehran to
stop uranium enrichment or face further sanctions if it does not.
Iran has said it is not yet prepared to give a response to the offer, which expires this
weekend.
Mr Mofaz, speaking on a visit to Washington, said that it was "unacceptable" for Iran
to become a nuclear power.
"Our estimation is that already by (2009) Iran will reach enrichment capability and
as soon as 2010 will have option to reach (uranium production) at military levels,"
he said, according to the AFP news agency.
"It's a race against time and time is winning," the Israeli minister added.
Triple sanctions
Iran had been set a deadline of this weekend to respond to a proposal from the five
permanent members of the UN Security Council and Germany to suspend uranium
enrichment.
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad

Iran says it will offer its own ideas on the issue
The Security Council has already imposed three sets of sanctions, and a fourth
could follow if the current offer is rejected by Tehran.
But, says the BBC's Jon Leyne, setting Iran a deadline always threatened to be
counter-productive, especially when there was no immediate penalty for not
complying.
Iran has said it will offer its own ideas in its own time - perhaps in the next two
weeks.
For their part, the European Union and the United States, who are co-operating on
this initiative, have been giving mixed messages on how precisely and how
seriously they view the deadline, our correspondent notes.

